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1. 0 Project Objectives 
This project was initiated for the purpose of developing and pub-
lishing a manual for the plastic design of unbraced,multi-story frames in a 
form suitable·for design office use. The Manual will be a companion document 
to the manual on braced frames previously produced by,AISI and distributed by 
AISC. An attempt will be made to present the material in the light that de-
sign can be accomplished manually just as readily as allowable stress design 
can be accomplished by the portal or cantilever methods (which closely re-
semble t~e moment-balancing method used in plastic design). However it will 
be emphasized that the use of computers can speed up the.process considerably. 
It is expected that the availability of the manual will hasten the acceptance 
of plastic design of unbraced multi-story frames. 
The audience level of the Manual should include engineers whose 
·formal 'training has-not exceeded-the Bachel-ors --Degree and who are just be-
ginning in the field of multi-story frame design. These should be expected 
to have some training -i-n-indeterminate structures and elementary plastic de-
sign. 
. . 
Another sector of the audience should include engineers who have 
experience in the field of multi-story frame design but have not been applying 
principles of plastic design. 
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2. 
Our view of the objective of plastic design of unbraced multi-story 
frames should be that it should eventually be used in combination with the 
principles of elastic analysis to provide balanced strength throughout the 
structure along with providing satisfactory deformation and stability perfor-
mance. 
2.0 Preliminary Comments for Task Group Meeting 
We .have: .asked for-._the: as·semhir·:n-f·.-the ..:Adv±s·or-y_ ·:Task:::.Group~so .. -"tha.t-··. -:::~· · 
we may .get opinions from a: wider segment ,o,f. the profession :l:nt_erested in 
-structural design. We hope-to display a-ur preliminary ideas for discussion 
and ratification as .:appropriate-.·;. -We :also"-'hope..,..t.o"'eb.ta-in,:addit..iortal.::ci.deas.__._.. ... 
either covering· items which we have omitted-from our planning, or correcting 
_Qur_plans where it can be agreed that our planning is faulty. It is our 
- --main-.hope for this. meeting that we will turn up a lot of ideas that can be 
... describe the methods·- of design·; 'and- (-2) · the nature-··and .. extent· of 'des-ign· ex'""'_._, .. __ -- ---,-- · -
amples sui table· to· illustrate the·- methods. 
-:To kick off the. discussiqn we will provide· this. rather informaL.:-, 
_ p):'esentation -of qur ideas, including: 
(1) A descrip-tion of the process by which we (Lehigh .. sta.ff) now · 
design an unbraced multi-story frame; and including comments 
on where we get the data and formulas. _ .. . .. 
(2) A ten ta ti ve outline of ·the Manual.- -. 
(3) A discussion of structural configurations we have considered 
as examples for the Manual. 
-
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(4) A discussion of one of the major phases we have been investi-
gating in the·past few months;· namely, the design and evalua-
,tion of unbraced multi-story frames in which· a substantial -
number of simple ·connections are included along with· a reduced 
number of fully-rigid moment-resisting connections. This 
phase which hasn't been covered in the engineering literature 
promises a method of design giving.chance_s_ for .. cost savit:J.g in_ 
· · _structural .fabri<;_ation ev~n though_- t4e weigh:t of structural 
members might have to be increased. 
We expect that the Task Group members will probably only have a 
chance to read this paper on their airplane trip to the meeting but that 
they will have in the past gained some familiarity with past work through 
their previous review of the following reports: 
(1) PLASTIC DESIGN OF BRACED MULTISTORY STEEL FRAMES, AISI-AISC, 
· .. 1968.-,;.• . ' ~-- ·-· ..:·_: .. · .:· .. -- .. ," _-. "_c_""':c•.- ':·--··-c.-,;. ... _~.:· _ _-<.: .. -·'-.:.'. .. --~ ,;S--.:~-' '-'.,.,._ .. ~~·•· · . .-~~'•• C:: :- . ,,: -•~·.,~.;--,-. ·~·-- ·.·-- . 
. (2) ·::.-PLAST.IC. DESIGN_ .OF_ . .MULT:L0>.l'ORY..:.FRAMES::-':::'LE.CT]JRE _NOT~~, ap.d-~; 
DESIGN AIDS, Lehigh University, 1965. 
(3) PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES--UNBRACED FRAMES, by 
G. Ct Driscoll, J. 0. Armacost, and .L. W. · Lu, Fritz Enginee1:ing _ 
Laboratory Report No. 345.2, June 1968. 
(4) PLASTIC DESIGN OF MULTI-STORY FRAMES BY COMPU~ER, by.G. C. 
Driscoll, J. 0. Armacost, and W. C. Hansell, ASCE Structural 
Division Journal, Vol. 96, No. STI, ·January 1970. 
Of course the Task Group members own professional and personal ex-
perience in the field is their most important preparation for the meeting. 
Many among the Task Group are probably wondering how. much work we 
really intend to have them do after this first meeting. It is the intent of 
our contract with AISI that the Manual should be written by the Lehigh Staff 
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with the technical review and advice of the Task Group. This would mean that 
most subsequent work of the Task Group would be reading and reviewing manu-
scripts and examples from their own home locations and responding with appro-
priate instructions to the Lehigh staff and other Task Group members by mail. 
As few as possible additional get-together meetings should be subsequently 
scheduled to review progress and wrap up final details. 
3.0 Plastic Design Process as Executed at Lehigh 
3.1 Layout and Load Tabulation 
This portion of the design process depends on the use of the building. 
It would be the same for plastic design as it is for allowabl.e stress design. 
The preliminary configuration and spacing of bents is determined to be compati-
ble with the use of the building. Loads consistent with the use ar~-1ietermined-
-. 
and assigned_to_the_ appropriate_ portions_ of the building. It mus.t-be ·deci-ded 
-which directions' of the-overall· building will- be- framed· with and without bracing 
and which bents should be wind-resistant bents and supported bents~ Appropriate 
live load reductions should be applied -here and--then the loads should be ·mul-ti-
.·plied by the appropriate load factors to obtain ultimate loads. · Loads f-or- each, 
For examples in ··Lehigh reports __ so_ far,- layouts have been.;s.ele~diedci ~- ':!·F·,~·:. 
from what looked to be "typical" in the publication "Save With SteeLin~-Multi-~--
*Story Buildings-", AISG (undated, 1960 or 1961), or Modern Steel Construct:iQlil. , __ 
Floor loads were selected from tables in the AISC Manual ·on SteeL:.G:onstruction-. 
with selections influenced by the example on design of Lever House.=-in, .Gaylord .. & .... 
Gaylord's book "Designof Steel Structures". We have kept loads constant for-
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many stories and not worried about stairs and elevator shafts. Though these 
are complex and interesting in their own right, their main contribution to 
the main frame is another excuse for loads and a place to hide some bracing. 
' The loads we have selected for floors so far are probably a bit too 
high for modern construction. This probably doesn't effect the manipulations 
in the design process much but the mass and the vibrational characteristics 
of the resulting structure might not properly represent these same character-
istics of a building with lightweight floor construction. We should discuss 
the seriousness of this limitation on the examples presented. 
We have largely avoided the issue of the alternatives of different 
floor joist, filler beam, floor slab, and metal deck combinations. However 
these do provide the lateral support for the main beam members of the rigid 
frames (we call the main rigid frame beam members "girders") and we must look 
ahead to the fact that close spacing of Small filler beams both provides good 
lateral support for the girders and provides the chance to use a thinner "slab" 
for the floor or deck. We don't want to tell the designer he must provide 
extra members merely to give lateral support to the girders as some of the 
Lehigh reports have done. 
Once we have selected (and presumably designed the floor system, 
we are ready to begin the gravity design of the skeleton. 
3.2 Design for Gravity Load 
In our purely hypothetical classroom designs at Lehigh, the real 
beginning of the plastic design is at this point. 
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We first determine gravity load moments for the girders in the roof 
and the top few floors and select members' for the top few floors. This process 
uses the simplest basic concepts of the plastic hinge, the beam mechanism, and 
redistribution which are fundamental to plastic design and are contained in 
Chapter 3 of the Braced Frames Manual. The equations would be variations of: 
M 1 wL 2 =-
.. p 16 (for fully fixed beams) 
M 1 wL
2 
= p 11.66 (for beams with one end hinged) 
M 
-1 wL 2 
= 8 p (for simply supported beams) 
Since our easy examples have repeated the same floor loads for all 
floors, we only need to design roof beams and one set of floor beams as a first 
try for all floors. 
____ We.next use the end moments of the girders to estimate column moments 
due to-gravity loads. The unbalanced moment on any column is arbitrarily 
assigned half above and half below the joint in each column. Though this mo-
ment is arbitrary, it rarely deviates from actual distributions by a great deal. 
The largest variations are in top and bottom stories where obvious other distri-
butions.must be assumed. This process of moment determination is really a form 
of moment-balancing which is important for pr-eliminary investigation of the 
frame unde'r combined loading. Since the primitive process as used for gravity 
load alone is so simple, it would only confuse the issue to ;i.dentify the proc-ess 
as moment balancing at this point in the Manual. 
3.3 Design for Combined Gravity and Wind Loads 
Design for combined loads begins with an estimate of the ultimate 
load sway "delta/h" of each story for use in equilibrium equations for determining 
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the sum of column shears in each story and the sum of girder moments in each 
level. We have used estimates as high as 0.025 for ~/h at ultimate load but 
it always turns out that the structure is overdesigned for load but still may 
have working load deflection problems. We have therefore switched to using 
an ultimate load sway ~/h of 0.010 for preliminary estimates. 
equation: 
The sum of column moments in each story is estimated from the 
EM = 
c 
E H + E P ~ 
h h 
This is a revision of the equation traditionally used to distribute 
story shears to columns in the portal method of analysis, the revision being 
the addition of the P~ term to account for the fact that equilibrium is being 
formulated in a displaced position. 
The additional assumption that inflection points exist at the mid-
height of each column requires that the sum of the end moments of the girders 
at each level is equal to half the sum of the end moments in the story. above 
and in the story below the level of the girders. Therefore, the sum of column 
moments estimated from the previous equation for each consecutive pair of stories 
is added together and divided by two. Then it is necessary to select girders 
which are able to carry those end moments at the same time as carrying their 
oWn transverse loads. 
Members can be selected by using a chart based on the moment diagrams 
' ~ .. 
. for combined loading (Fig. 14.8--Lect. Notes). Rather than attempting direct 
selections of members to carry given moments, it has been found more practical 
to select a set of girders for any level and then investigate with the chart 
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and tabular computations (pg. 16.11 & 16.12--Lect. Notes) to see which level 
the members will satisfy. This process is first done for the girders selected 
for gravity load alone on the top floor. They generally turn out to be suit-
able for about four floors from the top after which combined loading begins 
to .control girder design. One possibility is to use the same rolled shape for 
all girders in a floor. By investigating each of the "economy shapes" in turn 
for their ability to carry combined moments of all girders in a floor, it can 
be quickly determined which floor is the most severely loaded floor that can 
be carried by that shape. At the same time a moment diagram for each girder 
can be estiblished. 
At this stage the girders should be reviewed to make sure they have 
adequate local buckling resistance and that they are adequate against lateral 
buckling for the bracing spacing already provided by the adjacent floor framing 
system. These checks should be able to be simple because local buckling criteria 
are used to decide which shapes to omit from a table of plastic design shapes, 
and the suitable unbraced lengths for given beams with and without moment 
gradient may be listed in beam design tables. 
A good description with numerous simple diagrams is needed in the 
Manual to describe the manipulation of the moment diagrams and the design 
charts. Extended design charts are needed to cover higher wind loads and 
beams with one or more ends simply supported. These are available. 
The b/t, d/w, and bracing spacing provisions of the latest Part 2 
of AISC spec will be referred to for the beam checks. 
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3.4 l1oment Balance 
With a good set of moment diagrams for girders in hand it is then 
necessary to determine column moments for equilibrium with girder moments 
under combined loading. This is equivalent to determining girder moments in 
a frame by the portal method after the column moments have been determined 
from an assumed shear distribution. In the plastic design case, the girder 
moments have been determined first and it is the column moments and shears 
which remain to be determined. The moment balancing process used for calcu-
lating and recording the column moments from equilibrium is best explained 
through examples. The numerical manipulations are so simple and their order 
of execution is so arbitrary, that the tough part about the process is recog-
nizing why it is valid. 
For an unsymmetrical frame, the moment balance should be executed 
for the wind in either direction because different combinations of girder 
moments and both column moments and thrusts are possible with two directions 
of wind. 
At this stage of the design, the column thrusts obtained from trib-
utary areas can ·.be adjusted to account for the increments applied by the girder 
wind moments with the wind from either direction. 
The information now in hand about columns gives a set of moments 
and a set of thrusts for the gravity load case and the two wind plus gravity 
cases. It is now possible to make preliminary selections of trial columns. 
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3.5 Trial Column Selection 
Column designs need to satisfy an appropriate interaction relation-
ship between the applied thrust and the applied moment. The equations 2.4-1 
through 2.4-4 of the 1969 AISC specification are as appropriate as any current 
theoretical solution we know of. To use these equations with our unbraced 
frames, we need to make a few changes in interpretation occasioned by the fact 
that the column moment diagram was obtained from a consideration of equilibrium 
of the whole frame in the displaced position. 
The governing equation is: 
p. 
P + (1 - P ) M ~ 1. O 
cr p m 
e 
P and M are the applied thrust and moment. P is the critical load 
cr 
for axial load alone. It will generally be based on L/r since the column is y 
braced at the floor levels in the direction perpendicular to the unbraced bent. 
For determining P -with respect to the plane of the bent, the effective length 
· cr 
would also be assumed to be equal to the distance between floors. The term 
(1 - P/P ) is an amplification factor taking care of the deflection of the column 
e 
away from its chord between floor levels. It remains in the equation, but the 
P value may be based on L/r or L/r , whichever is the bending axis, rather than 
e x y · · 
. 
needing to use a KL/r value. This is because the column moments are based on 
equilibrium in the displaced position of the joints rather than in the undis-
placed position as.moments are calculated when the use of K values is necessary. 
The M term is used when the column is bent about the strong axis 
m 
but is .unbraced between floors about the weak axis. 
M < M p- p 
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The C term corrects for any conditions of favorable moment gradient, 
m 
since the amplification factor (1 - P /P ) .assumes that the column is in single 
c 
c.urvature bending between floors. In current uses of the C term for unbraced 
m 
one and two-story frames, C must be used as 0.85. However in our moment 
m 
analysis we have allowed for much larger moments due to the P-delta effect, 
and we only need to allow for the second-order effects within the length of 
the column. For this we can use the formula for C ordinarily used for braced 
m 
columns, which allows us to gain the benefits of favorable moment gradient when 
the column is in double curvature. 
C = 0.6 - 0.4 M1 , but not less than 0.4 
m 112 
The foregoing has defined the equations which need to be satisfied 
in the design of columns. When the rolled shape for the column is known, s.ub-
stitution in the equations is straightforward and presents very little problem. 
However, the important- thing in preliminary design is to pick which shape to 
substitute into the equations so that there will be as few a possible false 
trials. This is more readily accomplished with the aid of an approximate inter-
action formula such as derived in the braced frames manual. 
P = P + 2.1 M/d y but not less than 1.12P (or 1.18 P for F = 50 ksi) y 
This equation has proven helpful for selecting braced columns sus-
ceptible to lateral-torsional buckling, and its conditions make it equally 
suitable for unbraced columns with joint moments coming from a second-order 
analysis. For the case when unbraced columns might be framed with bending 
about the weak axis, we have derived an analogous trial column formula as 
follows: 
.•. 
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where 
Py = 
p 
M 
b = 
p 
-y 
p + 5 m/b but not less than 1.12P 
(or 1.18 p for F = 50 ksi) y 
Axial Load in kips 
Bending moment in kip-ft. 
Estimated column width, ft. 
A F in kips y 
Use of these two trial column selection formulas can reduce the number of 
12. 
recomputations needed with the more complex beam-column interaction formula. 
Each coiumn needs to satisfy the loads and moments for each of the three 
load combinations. Much of the time one of the three combinations will ob-
viously control because both its moment and thrust will exceed the values 
for the other two combinations. In this case only one case needs to be cal-
culated. 
After all beams and beam-columns for the unbraced frame are selected, 
the trial structure should be evaluated for its ability to perform properly 
under the expected loads, for its stability and for its deflections at working 
load. 
3.6 Evaluation of Trial Structure 
In order to justify the equilibrium procedure by which trial mem-
bers were selected, it is desirable to determine if the actual drift of the 
structure up to ultimate load is less than or equal to the assumed drift used 
in formulating equilibrium. It would be nice to use an exact computational 
.. • 
method to do this, but this would almost certainly require use of a computer 
for any practical sized multi-story frame~ Therefore, the role of approximate 
methods of analysis must also be investigated. 
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We have tried some approximate methods of analysis, and the most 
13. 
promising seems to be the subassemblage method of analysis (SMOA) originally 
introduced in the Lehigh Lecture Notes. In its original form this method 
requires considerable graphical construction and tracing of curves from a 
set of design charts. It appears that this procedure would not receive much 
acceptance in design offices. An empirical formula was fitted to the design 
charts of the subassemblage method in order that a computer program could be 
used to perform the analysis (See ASCE ST, Jan 1970). This same empirical 
formula can be used in a formulation of SMOA for manual computation using 
slide rule or desk calculator. The subassemblage method has been formulated 
in this form for rigid jointed structures only. It would need to be revised 
in order to treat some of the new framing systems we are studying. 
The Subassemblage Method of Analysis determines an approximate 
horizontal load versus drift relationship for one story at a time considering 
the second-order P-delta effect. It has the advantage that each story can be 
examined independently of the others to determine the degree of acceptability 
of its load-drift characteristics. This makes it possible to determine where 
strengthening or stiffening of some stories might be needed to bring a design 
into balance, and also tends to disclose·grossly overdesigned stories. The 
method has the disadvantage that its ~ssumed boundary conditions (most impor-
taut--inflection points at center of columns) might not be realistic for some 
cases, and that it does not truly show the effect of the rest of the structure 
on the story in question. For most intermediate stories, the approximation 
is quite good. The approximation is poor for top sto.ries ,. w~ich can generally 
be evaluated satisfactorily by simple plastic theory •.. 11! is also poor for 
bottom stories, where different initial conditions need tci b~ assumed and treated. 
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For overall evaluation of the total structure, it appears that com-
puter solution by "exact" methods is needed. Harking load performance should 
be able to be determined by available elastic analysis methods such as STRESS, 
STRUDEL, etc. For evaluation of maximum strength of the total structure, 
developments are less advanced. Two programs appear to have promise. One of 
these was presented in a dissertation by Balmukund P. Parikh in 1966. The 
second will be presented in a dissertation by Sung-Woo Kim in 1971. The Parikh 
method gives an elastic-plastic analysis considering axial shortening of colunms 
in addition to the other tisusal assumptions in step-by-step plastic hinge 
analysis. The method uses an iterative solution based on load increments. It 
terminates operation upon reaching the plastic ultimate load. Since ultimate 
load may constitute the formation of only one beam mechanism in some local part 
of the frame, or some other equally local failure, the program does not fully 
evaluate the rest of the structure. This emphasizes the value of also having 
the one~story-at-a-time Subassemblage method. We have had time to alter the 
Parikh program for the case of some real hinges at the ends of beams, and have 
had occasion to make valuable use of it in our recent studies. 
The Kim program treats the same problem but uses a deformation in-
crement to advance the structure through its load-drift history. This gives 
the program the opportunity to determine the unloading behavior of the structure 
after it has passed ultimate load and is starting to sway further with reduced 
horizontal load. We expect the program to be of considerable help in evaluating 
multi-story frame structures, but it is so new that it has not yet been made 
available to us to alter for our special needs. 
The designer will have the opportunity to evaluate his frame by the 
subassemblage method and/or one of a number of overall analysis methods. It 
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would be our intention to present only the subassemblage method in detail 
in.the Hanual. 
3.7 Design of Framing Perpendicular to Unbraced Frame 
In all our previous writing we have casually dismissed the treat-
ment of the structure in the direction perpendicular to the main frame by 
stating that the building is braced in that direction. If this procedure is 
exactly that simple, we should show it to be so in the manual. 
Because the load-carrying ability to carry all of the vertical 
loads was designed into· the frame in the first direction, the perpendicular 
direction need only be investigated for the wind case and for frame stability. 
To investigate for wind, the gravity loads with the wind factor need to be 
applied to all columns, and then a system of bracing members designed. The 
bracing system would be a system of X's or K's and possibly some horizontal. 
spandrels would serve as-struts. The component of bracing force imposed on 
the columns would need to be determined and the column design revised if 
necessary. Probably the equilibrium of the bracing system should be calculated 
under imposed wind load plus an assumed drift causing a P-delta effect. 
To investigate the frame stability in the perpendicular direction, 
the column'loads would be factored with the gravity factor and the bracing 
system would be re-evaluated for a P-delta effect only. Bracing members and 
columns would be revised as necessary. 
3.8 Design: of Joints 
We will put less emphasis on the actual design of joints, because 
we have no new methods or types to add to the knowledge. We should list the 
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strength, stiffness, an~ rotation requirements which should be satisfied by 
the different types of joints. We can also show some types of joints which 
16. 
have met these requirements in the past, and acknowledge that as new joints are 
developed which satisfy these same requirements they ought to be satisfactory 
in these frames. 
Three types of joints should be of main concern to us: rigid beam-
to-column connections, simple beam-to-column connections, and joints for the 
attachment of bracing members to the frame. We should acknowledge the suit-
ability of either welded or bolted joints which meet the other performance 
requirements of the structure. 
3.9 Other Design Considerations 
Among the other design considerations which we have not spoken about 
previously in this paper are the design for earthquake loading and the design 
for checkerboard loading. For earthquake loading, we don't have any clever 
new design provisions to suggest. However,it would probably be well to show 
how we would suggest applying load factors to the static loads recommended by 
SEAOC in order to obtain ultimate lateral loads for use in proportioning the 
structure. 
Checkerboard loading probably controls only for certain combinations 
of load and geometry. There are probably "domains" of geometry and loading 
which could be established to define when checkerboard loading needs to be 
checked. Victor Levi determined such domains for braced frames in his dis-
sertation (1962). From our observation of results on frames we have been try-
ing to design, we would guess that checkerboard loading will only control for 
some parts near the top of the building where gravity load otherwise controls. 
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Where wind load strongly controls the design of girders and columns, the floor 
loads on the beams practically disappear from the moment diagrams. 
Other items may have to be added to the design considerations dis-
cussed here. 
4. Tentative Outline of the Unbraced Frames Manual 
Attached is a tentative outline which was prepared as an informative 
gesture for another committee on 2 December 1970. 
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Project 
367-1 
367-2 
367-3 
367-4 
367-5 
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Project 367 
MANUAL ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF UNBRACED 
MULTI-STORY FRAMES 
Phases 
Development 
Design Examples 
Writing Manuscript 
Design Aids 
Committee Review 
Manuscript Publication 
Preparation for Introduction Lectures 
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Project 367 
MANUAL ON PLASTIC DESIGN OF UNBRACED 
MULTI-STORY FRAHES 
Chapter 1 -- Introduction 
1.1 Objective 
1. 2 Contents 
Tentative Outline 
1.3 The Future of Multi-Story Frames 
1.4 The Design Team 
1.5 New Structural Concepts 
1:6 Allowable Stress Design 
1.7 Plastic Design 
Chapter 2 -- Dimensions & Loading 
2.1 Choice of Dimensions 
2.2 Bracing Methods (P-6 effect) 
2.3 Gravity Loads (Frame buckling) 
2.4 Horizontal Loads (Earthquake item) 
Chapter 3 -- Fundamentals of Plastic Design 
3.1 Material Properties 
3.2 Idealized Concepts for Beams 
3.3 Modifying Factors for Beams 
3.3a Local Buckling in Beams 
3.3b Lateral-Torsional Buckling in Beams 
3.3c Shearing Force in Beams 
3.3d Axial Force in Beams 
3.4 Columns 
3.4a Axially Loaded Columns 
3.4b Beam-Columns 
Chapter 4 -- Additional Plastic Design Techniques for Unbraced Frames 
4.1 Sum of Column Moments in Story 
4.2 Sum of Beam Moments in Story 
4.3 Beam-Moment Diagrams 
4.4 Moment Balancing 
4.5 Trial Column Selection 
4.6 Subassemblage Method of Analysis 
Chapter 5 -- Design of Supported Bents for Gravity Load 
5.1 Introduction 
5.2 Description of Building 
5.3 Transfer of Wind Forces 
5.4 Scope of Design Example 
5.5 Design of Girders (Possible Cases) 
.5.6 Column Gravity Loads & Moments 
5.7 Column Design Assumptions 
5.8 Design of Columns (Consider also minor axis orientation) 
5.9 ·Review of Column Design 
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Tentative Outline (Cont'd) 
Chapter 6 -- Design of Wind-Resisting Bents for Gravity and Combined Loads 
6.1 Introduction 
6.2 Design of Floor Girders for Gravity Loads (4 cases) 
6.3 Column Gravity Loads 
6.4 Combined Load Statics Calculations 
6.5 Application of Moment Balance 
6.6 Column Thrusts Due to Wind 
6.7 Special Statics Problems 
Bottom Story 
Unequal Columns in Bottom Story 
Statics of the Braced Direction 
Cantilever Balconies 
Chapter 7 -- Drift Considerations in Member Design 
7.1 Behavior 
7. 2 Web Drift 
7. 3 Chord Drift 
7.4 Proportioning Members, to control Drift 
7.5 Evaluation of Drift for One Story 
7.6 Evaluation of Drift for Whole Frame 
Chapter 8 -- Design Checks & Secondary Considerations 
8.1 Introduction 
List of Secondary Conditions 
8.2 Design Checks for Bents in Design 
8.3 Checkerboard Loading 
8.4 Deflections at Working Load 
8.5 · Sidesway Under Gravity Load 
8.6 Spacing of Lateral Bracing 
8.7 Effect of Shear on Bending Capacity 
8.8 Uplift at Footings. 
Chapter 9 -- Connections 
[Most should be same as Braced Frame Manual] 
Chapter 10 -- Design Example 
DESIGN AIDS 
20. 
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Phase 1 DEVELOPMENT WORK NEEDED 
Development items below are listed according to the chapter 
number in which the final-items are to be presented. 
Chapter 1. -- Introduction 
None. 
Chapter 2. -- Dimensions and Loading 
Dev 2.1 Interpretive statement about frame buckling. 
Dev 2.2 Interpretive statement about application of plastic design of 
unbraced frames with earthquake loads based on present know-
ledge and practice. 
Chapter 3. -- Fundamentals of Plastic Design 
Dev 3.1 Interpretive statement covering beam moments under wind and 
gravity loads and the relation ship to moment balancing. 
Moment balancing related to portal and cantilever methods. 
(In progress) 
Dev 3.2 Interpretive statement relating column design and subassemblage 
method. (In progress) 
Chapter 4. -- Additional Plastic Design Techniques for Unbraced Frames 
Dev 4.1 Beam moment diagrams and moment balancing with real hinges in 
beams. (Completed) 
Dev 4.2 Revision of subassemblage method for manual calculation. (Logic 
established--further development needed) 
Dev 4.3 Subassemblage method with real hinges. (In progress) 
Chapter 5. -- Design of Supported Bents for Gravity Loads 
Dev 5.1 Develop description of building so our manual will consider both 
directions of framing. Corner situations. Turned columns. 
Recommendations for layout so twist won't hurt. Selection of 
wind-resisting and supported bents in primary direction. Selection 
of braced bents and supported bents in secondary direction. 
Dev 5.2 Decision of 
Alternatives: (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
how to present the several cases of beam end moments. 
Show same tier of bents designed 4 different ways. 
Show results of all designs. 
Design a hybrid frame with a different tier using 
each of the design assumptions. 
Other alternatives. 
Dev 5.3 Development of preliminary design technique for columns bent 
about minor axis. (Completed) 
P = P + 5 M/b y 
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PHASE 1 (Cont'd) 
Chapter 6.-- Design of Wind-Resisting Bents for Gravity and Combined Loads 
Dev 6.1 Develop system for bottom story statics with unequal column 
lengths. 
Dev 6.2 Investigate building for wind in braced direction and also for 
a quartering wind. 
Chapter 7.-- Drift Considerations in Member Design 
Dev 7.1 Treatment of chord drift for unbraced frames. 
Dev 7.2 Treatment of chord drift with subassemblage method. 
Chapter 8.-- Design Checks and Secondary Considerations 
Dev 8.1 Procedure for treatment of checker board loading in unbraced 
frames. 
Dev 8.2 Develop procedure for floor deflections at working load based 
on L/d and w1 /wT. 
Dev 8.3 Decide on procedure and location in Manual for frame stability 
treatment. 
Dev 8.4 Treatment of uplift at footings for unbraced frames. 
Chapter 9.-- Connections 
Dev 9.1 Include any changes in connection design which result from 1970 
connection studies (Proj 333). (Most of this chapter should be 
same as Braced Frame Manual -- omission could be considered.) 
Dev 9.2 Show suitable simple connections for beams. 
Chapter 10 -- Design Example 
Appendix 
Design example (s) will be prepared to reflect suitably all 
the procedures developed in the manual. 
-- Design Aids 
22. 
Frequently used formulas and values will be assembled and presented 
as well as usual tabulations of design charts. 
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5.0 Considerations for Design Example 
The following decisions need to be made in preparing an example or 
examples to illustrate the design method: 
(1) Geometry 
(a) Size and overall shape need to be decided. 
(b) Certain frequently occuring irregularities of geometry 
should be discussed in a special chapter or appendix. 
(2) Cladding Materials and Dead Loads 
(a) For purposes of examples we need only loads. To make 
the Manual more practical, the dead loads should be 
consistent with something which could be used in practice; 
not extremes, just average. 
(b) Exterior walls. 
(c) Floor, Ceiling, lighting, air conditioning. 
(d) Column Fireproofing. 
(e) Roof materials. 
(3) Live Floor Loads 
A practical design could have many· different categories of 
floor loads, and different loads on every story. 
We can illustrate principles of design with an example which 
has the same loads in every story. If there is good reason 
to illustrate important points, some floors can be designed 
for other loads. 
(4) Wind and/or Earthquake Loads 
Appropriate intensities need to be selected. 
(5) Bracing out of Plane of Bent 
Appropriate system or systems need to be defined. 
(6) Supported and Wind-Resistant Bents 
We need to decide if supported bents placing wind load burden 
on other bents are applicable in unbraced frames as they are 
in braced frames. 
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5.1 Frames Considered for Design Exam~les 
A number of possible frame configurations were considereci in order 
to obtain a suitable frame for design examples in the manual. They all have 
some points in their favor and some in their disfavor. Sketches of seven gen-
eral layouts are given in. Fig. 1. Comments about each are as follows: 
(1) Frame of Braced Frames Manual. Tall enough for good example. 
Symmetry removes chance to observe effects of non-symmetrical 
behavior but makes solutions easier. 
(2) Frame "C" of Lehigh Lecture Notes. Tall enough. Unsymmetrical 
geometry illustrates differences in behavior for wind in each 
direction and for gravity load. 
(3) Frame "B" of Lehigh Lecture Notes. Too short. Corridor bay 
probably too wide. Good for some unsymmetrical effects. 
(4) Allison Frame (Stevenson Apartments). Short. Symmetry makes 
it easy. Actually built as braced frame. Maybe too short to 
show effects of wind and P-delta well. 
(5) Lothers Frame. Too short. Symmetry makes it easy. Setback 
girder is a plus. 
(6) Hurty & Rubenstein Frame. Probably too wide for its height 
to illustrate.a tall building topic. Cantilever balconies 
may need to be illustrated. 
(7) Lever House (Gaylord & Gaylord). Tall enough to show wind 
effects. Unsymmetrical to show those effects. Only need to 
design three columns for each level. This is the tower por-
tion of Lever house in New York. 
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6.0 Unbraced Frames with Some Simple· Connections. 
In a conference with :·1r. John A. Gilligan, we were informed about 
some economy studies carried on by another investigator and the steel industry. 
Some multi-story frames were designed by a computer program which attempted to 
optimize the plastic designs designed by the methods presented in the Lehigh 
Lecture Notes. These designs were then casted by a structural steel fabricator 
and compared with allowable stress designs of the same frames. Although the 
steel quantities in the plastic designs were actually "optimized" the allowable 
stress designs figured to be considerably more economical. However, the dif-
ference in the costs of the designs stemmed from the fact that all joints in 
the plastic design were fully rigid moment connections whereas the allowable 
stress design used a generous number of "simple" or shear-type connections. 
This result led to the idea that we should provide the technology to enable 
plastic designs to be executed with a mix of simple and rigid connections. 
There must be enough rigid connections to maintain the strength and stiffness 
of the unbraced frame, but there may be a judicious allocation of simple con-
nections to improve the economy of fabrication and erection. With this in mind, 
we set out to derive the necessary solutions and attempt a couple of trial de-
signs to evaluate the idea. 
6.1 Revisions to Beam Moment Diagrams 
To use real hinges at the ends of beams in plastic design, it was 
necessary to derive the moment diagrams and plastic capacities of beams with 
end hinges. This was accomplished by merely changing the boundary conditions 
in the derivations made for members with rigid joints at each end. The nature 
of the results is indicated by the moment diagrams in Fig 2 and 3. 
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The first sketch in Fig. 2 shows the moment diagram under gravity 
load only for a beam with both ends rigidly connected. The second sketch 
shows the gravity load moment diagram for a beam having a simple connection 
at the left end. Moment diagrams are plotted on the tension side. 
26. 
The first sketch in Fig. 3 shows a beam with two rigid connections 
under combined load with wind from the left. Two plastic hinges are indicated. 
The second sketch shows a beam with a simple joint at the left end and wind 
from the left. Note that only a plastic hinge at the lee end forms. The 
other possible hinge along the length of the member does not ordinarily form 
in this situation. In fact with extreme wind and a large enough member, the 
whole bottom surface of the beam may be in net compression. The beam oriented 
in this direction is relatively efficient in resisting wind from the left. The 
third sketch of Fig. 3 shows a beam with a simple joint at the right end but 
subjected to wind from the left. The combination of gravity moment plus wind 
moment causes a plastic hinge near mid-span before the left end of the beam can 
develop much clockwise end moment. Therefore, this beam is very inefficient in 
resisting wind from the left. It would be more efficient in resisting wind from 
the right. If the beam is increased in size greatly, the plastic.hinge can move 
over to the left end and the beam.can resist a wind moment equal to the larger 
M despite the gravity load. p 
Design charts for beams with (L) real hinge at the left, (N) no real 
hinges, and (R) real hinge at th~ right, are attached to give the results in 
usable form. These charts duplicate and supplement Fig. 14.8 of the Lecture 
Notes but give the results to a more readable scale. 
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6.2 ·Trial Designs with Real Hinges 
To try out the new framing concepts, some trial designs of the 24 
27. 
story, three-bay frame shown in Fig. 4 were attempted. The fran~ was designed 
as an interior bent in an office building having the general shape shown in 
Fig. 5. In this design, all bents were assumed to be wind-resistant. 
Four patterns of real hinge locations were studied as shown in Fig. 
6. Case I was the fully rigid frame design for comparision. The criteria 
for comparison were that Case I should be designed to meet its desired ultimate 
load and have resonable drift at working load. All of the hinged examples 
should meet or surpass the desired ultimate load while having about the same 
drift. Only then could a cost comparison be valid. 
In Case II, simple connections were to be provided at all exterior 
columns in a pattern repeated for all floors. In Case III, real hinges were 
furnished instead at the exterior faces of the interior columns. Finally in 
Case IV, both exterior beams were simply supported at both ends, requiring 
that all resistance to wind drift and frame instability be provided by the 
interior girder. 
The steel shapes for the trial designs of the four connection cases 
are shown in TAB. C. The trial designs were evaluated using the Parikh pro-
gram to determine the resulting horizontal load versons sway characteristics. 
6.3 Evaluation of Trial Designs 
A consideration of the results of our initial design is quite re-
vealing about the behavior of the four structures. First the top six stories 
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of each case were studied as if they were independent six story building in 
order to have brief data for debugging revisions to the Parikh program. 
For the six story frames a plot of intensity of load (P/P ) VS. 
u 
sway (6/H) is shown in Fig. 7. The curve for each case is identified by the 
roman numeral plus an L for wind from the left. This shows that this portion 
of the entire structure would deflect much more if simple connections were 
used. At working load only the rigid frame is acceptable while the others 
must be redesigned. All designs reached the ultimate load. 
In Fig. 8 the same plot of load intensity VS. sway for the 24 story 
structure is made. The sway is again unsatisfactory for the cases with simple 
connections. 
With this analysis these cases also showed that ultimate load was 
not reached, with failure occuring near 90% of design ultimate. In Case II 
with wind from left and Case III with wind from right the structure was 
stiffer than for the completely rigid case. Of course the worst wind loading 
case controlled and the necessity of revision is apparent. Case I does meet 
the sway check. 
A typical moment diagram for each of the different cases of simple 
connections and wind direction is shown in Fig. 9. This shows movements and 
plastic hinge locations for a particular level at the maximum load as deter-
mined from the analysis. 
A summary of results for Frame C is shown in TAB 5. This points 
out 6/H which has been discussed, the weight of steel used for design and the 
number of simple and rigid joints. 
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6.4 Conclusions from Trial Designs 
From examination of the calculated behavior of the trial designs, 
it can be.concluded that it is physically possible to design an unbraced rigid 
frame plastically with some simple connections. The six-story frames reached 
the required loads but would require some revision of beam sizes to reduce 
working load drift. All of the 24-story frames were unable to reach the de-
sired ultimate load, indicating that some revision in beams sizes is required 
in some lower stories. The 24-story frames had too much deflection at working 
load, requiring changes in member sizes for that reason also. ·The steel weight 
for the frames with simple connections was near 15 percent greater than frames 
with all rigid connections. This is the penalty which must be traded off 
against the economies afforded by 48 or 96 simple connections replacing rigid 
connections. 
Some comments about the results from the different framing systems 
are worth noting. The Case II frames with simple connections at the exterior 
columns seem to require less total weight of columns as compared with Case III 
which has identical beam sizes but has simple connections at the exterior face 
of the interior columns. The absence of moment in the exterior columns seems 
to give them better capacity in resisting the axial forces due to the over-
turning effect of wind. In the Case IV frames with both exterior beams entirely 
simply supported, the exterior columns do not·participate in resisting wind 
either through axial force or moment. Consequently, the closely spaced interior 
columns are very heavily loaded due to wind, and the windward interior column 
tends to go into tension. The resulting foundation problems would probably be 
an undesired result. 
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TABLES & DESIGN CHARTS 
Table 1 Trial Members Case I 
Table 2 Trial Members Case II 
Table 3 Trial Hembers Case III 
Table 4 Trial Hembers Case IV 
Table 5 Statistics on Preliminary Design Frames 
Design Charts 
Ll Real Hinge at Left 
L2 Real Hinge at Left 
L3 Real Hinge at Left 
Nl All rigid joints 
N2 All rigid joints 
N3 All rigid joints 
Rl Real Hinge at Right 
R2 Real Hinge at Right 
R3 Real Hinge at Right 
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Frame "C" 
Case 1 
TRIAL ME:C.IBERS 
LEV COL 1 BEAH 1 COL 2 BEAl'i 2 COL 3 BEAN 3 COL 4 
1 Wl4x26 Wl0x15 Wl8x40 
Wl4x43 Wl4.43 Wl4x53 Wl4x61 
2 Wl8x35 Wl2xl6.5 W2lx49 
do do do do 
3 do Wl2xl9 do 
Wl4x68 Wl4x61 Wl4x78 Wl4x84 
4 do Wl2x22 do 
do do do do 
5 do Wl4x26 do 
W14xl11 Wl4x84 Wl4xlll W14xlll 
6 do do do 
do do do do 
7 Wl8x40 Wl4x30 do 
do Wl4xlll Wl4xl36 Wl4xl42 
8 do Wl6x31 W2lx55 
do do do do 
9 W2lx44 Wl8x35 do 
W14xl36 Wl4xl36 Wl4xl67 W14xl50 
10 do do do 
do do do do 
11 do Wl8x40 do 
W14xl58 W14x167 Wl4x202 W14x202 
12 do W2lx44 W24x55 
do do do do 
13 W2lx49 do do 
Wl4x184 Wl4xl93 Wl4x228 Wl4x237 
14 do do W24x61 
.. 
do do do do 
15 W2lx55 W2lx49 do 
Wl4x202 Wl4x228 Wl4x264. Wl4x264 
16 do do do 
do do do do 
17 do W21x55 W24x68 
W14x237 W14x264 Wl4x314 W14x287 
18 W24x55 do do 
do do do do 
19 W24x61 W24x55 · do 
W14x264 Wl4x287 Wl4x342 W14x314 
20 do W24x61 do 
do do do do 
21 do do do 
W14x314 W~4x342 W14x398 W14x342 
22 W24x68 do W24x76 
do do do do 
23 3656x12 do 3832x12 W24x68 4586xl2 do 4388xl2 
W14x370 Wl4x370 341.5xl2 Wl4x455 1339x28 Wl4x398 
24 W24x76 W24x76 W24x84 
do do do do 
25 
4396xl2 4572xl2 5496xl2 5184xi2 Beams 75,454 
1170x20 1017.5x12 1423x28 Cols 235,776 
Total 311 ,l230 
52,752 23,400 54,864 12,210 65,952 39,844 62,208 
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Frame "C" p I 9 1----Case 2 I 
TRIAL MEMBERS 
LEV COL 1 BEAM·1 COL 2 BEAN 2 COL 3 BEAH 3 COL 4 
1 W16x31 W12x22 W21x49 
W14x43 W14x53 W14x61 W14x43 
2 W18x40 W14x26 W24x61 
do do do do 
3 do do do 
do W14x74 W14xlll W14x53 
4 do do do 
do do do do 
5 do W18x35 do 
W14x61 .W14x111 W14x136 W14x74 
6 W21x44 W21x44 do 
do do do do 
7 do do do 
W14x84 W14x136 W14x167 W14xl11 
8 W21x49 W21x49 do 
do do do do 
9 W21x55 W21x55 ·do 
Wl4x111 W14x184 W14x202 W14x127 
10 W24x61 W24x61 do 
do do do do 
11 do do do 
Wl4x127 W14x228 W14x237 Wl4xl50 
12 W24x68 W24x68 ·w24x68 
do do do do 
13 do do do 
Wl4xl42 W14x287 
. 
W14x314 W14x176 
14 W24x76 W24x76 W24x76 
do do do .do 
15 do do do 
W14x167 W14x314 Wl4x370 W14x202 
16 do do do 
do do do do 
17 W27x84 W27x84 W27x84 
W14x184 W14x370 W14x426 W14x228 
18 do do do 
do do do do 
19 "do do do 
Wl4x211 W14x426 W14x455 W14x246 
20 do do do 
do do do do 
21 do do do 
W14x228 Wl4x455 Wl4x550 W14x287 
22 W27x94 W27x94 W27x94 
do do do do 
·23 do do do 
Wl4x246 Wl4x550 W14x605 W14x314 
24 W30x99 W30x99 W30x99 
do do. do do 
25 
3294x12 1576x20 6376x12 1520x12 7268x12 1730x28 4022x12 Beams 98,200 
39,528 31,520 76,512 18,240 87,216 48,440 48,264 Co1s 251,520 
Total 349 '720 
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Frame •·c".. I . J Case 3 q-----p I I I 
TRIAL l-1EHBERS 
LEV COL 1 EEAI-1 1 COL 2 BEAl'i 2 COL 3 BEAH 3 COL 4 
1 Wl6x31 Wl2x22 W2lx49 
Wl4x48 Wl4x43 Wl4x43 Wl4x74 
2 Wl8x40 Wl4x26 W24x61 
do do do do 
3 do do do 
Wl4x74 Wl4x61 Wl4x61 Wl4xlll 
4 do do do 
do do do do 
5 do Wl8~35 do 
Wl4xlll Wl4xlll Wl4xlll Wl4xl36 
6 W2lx44 W2lx44 do 
do do do do 
7 do do do 
Wl4xll9 Wl4xll9 Wl4xl27 Wl4xl58 
8 W21x49 W21x49 do 
do do do do 
9 W21x55 W21x55 do 
W14x150 W14x158 W14xl67 W14x193 
10 W24x61 W24x61 do 
do do do do 
11 do do do 
W14x167 W14x193 W14x211 W14x219 
12 W24x68 W24x68 W24x68 
do do do do 
13 do do do 
W14xl93 W14x228 W14x264 W14x264 
14 W24x76 W24x76 W24x76 
do do do do 
15 do do do 
W14x219 W14x287 W14x314 W14x287 
16 do do do 
do do do do 
17 W27x84 W27x84 W27x84 
W14x246 W14x314 W14x342 W14x314 
18 do do do 
do do do do 
19 do do do 
W14x287 . W14x370 W14x398 w14x342 
20 do do do 
do do do do 
21 do do do 
W14x314 W14x398 W14x455 W14x398 
.22 W27x94 W27x94 W27x94 
do do do do 
23 do do do 
W14x370 W14x455 W14x500 W14x426 
24 W30x99 W30x99 H30x99 
do do do do 
25 
4596xl2 1576x20 5474xl2 1520xl2 5986xl2 1730x28 5844x12 
55,152 31,520 65,688 18,240 71,832 48,440 70,128 Col 262,780 
Beam 98,200 
Total 360,980 
367 TABLE 4 34. 
Frame "C" 9 p I Case 4 9 l 
TRIAL MEMBERS 
LEV COL 1 BEAH 1 COL 2 BEAM 2 COL 3 BEAN 3 COL 4 
1 Wl8x40 W8xl5 W2lx68 
Wl4x43 Wl4x43 Wl4x43 Wl4x43 
2 Wl8x55 Wl2x22 W24x84 
do do do do 
3 W14x30 
Wl4x48 Wl4x68 W14x74 W14x61 
4 Wl8x40 
do do do do 
5 W2lx44 
Wl4x68 Wl4xlll· Wl4x119 Wl4x84 
6 W2lx55 
do do do do 
7 W21x62 
W14xll1 W14x150 W14x167 W14x111 
8 W21x68 
do do do do 
9 W24x68 
W14x119 (W14x150) (W14x167) W14x142 
10 W24x76 
do do do do 
11 W27x84 
W14x136 (W14x184) (W14x202) W14x167 
12 do 
do do do do 
13 W27x94 
W14x158 (W14x228) (W14x246) W14x193 
14 do 
do do do do 
15 W30x99 
W14x184 (W14x287) (W14x314) W14x228 
16 W30x108 
do do do do 
17 do 
W14x211 (vi14x342) (W14x370) W14x264 
18 W33x118 
do do do do 
19 do 
W14x228 (W14x398) (W14x426) W14x287 
20 do 
do do do do 
21 W33x130 
W14x264 (W14x426) (W14x455) w14x314 
• 22 do 
do do do do 
23 do 
W14x287 {Wl4x500) (W14x550) W14x342 
24 do W36x150 do 
do do do do Beams 104 '7 36 
25 A36Co1 116,832 
3714xl2 1305x20 744xl2 2045".12 806xl2. 1932x28 4472xl2 A5 72Col 125,880 
26,100 (5030xl2) 24,540 (5460xl2) 54,096 Total 347,448 
1 Hembers in Parentheses are A5 72 (50) steel. 
44,568 8928 9672 53664 
(60,360) (65,520) 
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